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SILEX - THE HOSPITAL SAFE TEXTILE CHOICE

Unlike other materials claiming to be "Silicone", Silex is not a silicone varnish on a polyvinyl or 
polyurethane base. Silex's entire top layer is 100% silicone and free of chemical additives, PVC, 
formaldehydes, PFCs, phthalates, anti-microbial agents, flame retardant chemicals and is manufactured 
using solvent free, low water use and low energy use production processes.

Using anything less than 100% silicone product will not deliver these healthier and more environmentally 
friendly benefits to your next health project.

Why is Silex the most astute choice for the Hospital and Healthcare environment today? The 
inherent properties of Silex work extremely well in medical upholstery applications. Naturally fire 
retardant, hypoallergenic, extremely inert, and highly resistant to modern hospital cleaning practices, 
Silex becomes the near perfect textile to help minimise Hospital Acquired Infections (HAI's), contact 
transmission and allergic reactions.

How can Silex help minimise HAI's particulary after COVID-19? Less advanced textiles based on 
polyvinyl technologies simply won't withstand the repeated cleaning / sanitising requirements of a 
Hospital environment. Silicone is far more resistant to many of the commercial cleaning solutions used in 
the healthcare sector as it doesn't rely upon plasticisers to remain soft. This prevents Silex from 
becoming brittle and subsequent cracking.

Is Silex suitable for Aged care facilities? Absolutely. Silex is known for its more grip less slip handfeel 
which helps prevent seniors or potentially infirm patients from falling from their seats.

Silex has also been extensively tested for cleaning of biro ink and permanent marker pens, both of which 
are easily removed. It was also subjected to 4000 hours in our accelerated QUV machine with little 
to no colour change. This means it will outlast almost any textile, in harsh outdoor environments, making 
it ideal for 'broad acre' UV sterilisation methods. 

Silex is available in 35 beautiful colours and we are happy to provide free A4 sampling, chip sets and 
brochures. Talk to one of our friendly staff today about your next seating project.

Silex is a Sta*Kleen silicone fabric made by Mitchell faux leather. Mitchell are part of the Healthier Hospitals Initiative 
(HHI) which strives for guiding hospitals to reduce energy and waste, and choosing safer and less toxic products. Visit 

www.healthierhospitals.org. Certifications: ISO 9001, ISO TS 16949, OSHAS 18001, ISO14001 and Reach.
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